# Clermont Rifle Association

## Open Prize Meeting Saturday 5th & Sunday 6th May 2018

**Billy Sing Marksman**  Monday 7th May 2018

### OPM Saturday 5th May — 8.00am start -

- 1 x 10 shot match @ 400m, 1 x 10 shot match @ 500m, 2 x 10 shot matches @ 600m

**Sunday 6th May**— 8.00 am start— 2 x 10 shot matches @ 800m

**Nominations**  OPM $80.00

Grand Ag badges / prizes in all Grades.

Range and Daily Ag medals

PAID MARKERS  Standard Shooting Rules Apply

Committee reserves the right to alter programme at its own discretion.

### Billy Sing Marksman Shoot

Open invitation to all licensed shooters and clubs including ADF

**Monday 7th May**  nomination $40.00  Start 9.00am

- 2 x 300 metre 10 shot matches inc 2 marked sighters, time 5 minutes per 10 shot match
- 2 x 600 metre 10 shot matches inc 2 marked sighters, time 6 minutes per 10 shot match

**Billy Sing Marksman Shoot rules:**

- 2 marked sighters fired, board pulled down and patched out, board up, shooter fires 10 shots with board remaining up for the all shots, board down, scores and bullet group recorded, board up with bullet placement shown to shooter, board down and patched out.
- Note: 1 x flag only will be used 1/2 way down the range at each distance.

Rifle classes:

- Fullbore (Peepsights only).  Service Rifles (Blade sights or as manufactured).
- Scope Rifle (including F standard, F Open, FTR, Field)
- Maximum calibre 8mm, No Muzzle Brakes allowed.

1st place badges for each range in each class.

Gold, Silver and Bronze medals in each class for Grand Aggregate.  PAID MARKERS.

Committee reserves the right to alter the programme.

---

Camping available on the Range—some powered sites $5.00 per night

Some meals available.  Contact Jan Thornhill 0408 980 939—Noel Byrne  0419 791 751

Indication of your intention to attend would be appreciated—

clermontrifle@yahoo.com.au